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Local Youth Earn Black Belt
By: Haley Searls
On Sunday, May 22, four young black belt candidates in karate arrived at Gary Matthew's Martial Arts school at the Mary MacDonald Center
in Silver Bay to test for their black belt. Niranjan
Hirani and Jonah Paulson live in Silver Bay; Sara
Owens and Lennox Wallace in the Two Harbors
area. All four candidates are in 7th grade, and
they have been practicing karate for 6 to 6 _ years.
Judging the test was Laura Erickson, Heather
Sullivan, Sabrina Russell, Mr. Kevin Murphy,
Mrs. Murphy, and Gerry Cheney, who is the
sensei at Gary Matthew's Martial Arts.
This black belt test required endurance, because
the test lasted approximately 3 hours. Candidates
started by demonstrating their precision in a series of kicks and punches as called out by Sensei
Gerry. This was followed by students performing their forms from the first level to their black
belt form. These forms, or katas, demonstrate the
ability of the students to recall how they can flow
from one movement to another in response to an

imagined scenario. The
next two forms judged
were bow staff form and
one-steps. Testing then
transitioned to sparring
one another, first in oneminute continuous rounds
and then to point-sparring
matches. At the conclusion of the test candidates
Sensei Gerrywith his new black belt students; Niranjan Hirani,
lined up and were asked
Jonah Paulson, Sara Owens, and Lennox Wallace.
questions demonstrating
(Photo by Darlene Owens)
their knowledge of the sport.
After the test, I was able to talk to Gerry Cheney new black belts and ask them a few questions
about karate and his involvement as a karate in- about their journey in karate.
structor. Gerry said, with a chuckle, that he liked
Me: What has been your biggest challenge in
martial arts movies as a kid and was able to get
karate?
involved in martial arts in junior high. As an adult,
Niranjan: Sparring.
he realized that he wanted to build leaders that
Jonah: Endurance.
would stand strong. Gerry began teaching karate
Lennox: Working towards my black belt.
so young people would have something healthy
Sara: Creating original one steps (which are
simple self-defense scenarios).
to do and not fall prey
to the drug culture that
Me: What is your favorite karate memory or
was so prevalent.
what do you enjoy the most about karate?
Niranjan: Sparring.
Sensei Cheney says
Jonah: Tournaments.
that with teaching karate he loves seeing
Lennox: Taking people down in one step.
how much a person
Sara: One time in class we were practicing rolls,
changes and grows.
and it was hilarious.
Me: What have you learned in karate that you
He enjoys running a
can apply to real life situations?
karate “boot camp” in
Niranjan and Lennox: Self-defense.
June, which conJonah: Focus, balance, working with other
denses 3 months of
martial arts training
teachers.
Sara: Creating diversions (said with a smile).
into one week. The
obstacle course is his
Congratulations Niranjan, Jonah, Lennox, and
favorite part of the
Sara on their accomplishment and thanks to the
boot camp.
I was also able to adults in their lives for helping them achieve this
talk with each of the goal!

